7t>	BETTER VILLAGES
Here are some common crop troubles :
(i) Wheat smut. When the black heads begin to appear,
they must be carefully collected and buried or burnt, so
that the disease ma}' not spread. This disease is carried
by the seed and therefore, if the seed is clean, or a smut-
resisting variety is sown, there is no reason for smut ever
to be seen in the rields. Wheat seed can be freed from smut
as follows : In May or June take all the wheat intended for
use as seed next year and soak it in water for about four
hours, and then spread it out to dry in the sun for several
hours in the middle of the day. When it is quite dry, put
it away in a thoroughly clean place.
(ii) Gram blight is spread by keeping the land foul.
Proper ploughing and the destruction of every vestige of
the previous crop are necessary. Then start afresh with
blight-free seed1 from the Agricultural Department.
AH places for storing grain and seed should, of course,
be kept scrupulously clean, and be thoroughly swept out
every time they are emptied and before they are used again.
Keen fanners will fumigate their grain and seed stores ever}^
year, and will see that the inside walls are smooth and
without holes and crevices. Fumigation is done as follows :
Seal up every ventilator and crevice of the room with
wet clay, put braziers inside with sulphur added to the
charcoal, and then when the room has reached a very high
temperature seal up the door and leave it for forty-eight
hours. This is the best way to kill all the insects and germs,
and, followed by a thorough sweeping, will help to stop
the store chamber from being a source of crop disease.
(iii) The kutra nioth. In barani areas brownish cater-
pillars every now and then eat up the whole of the monsoon
1 After years of eftort, a blight-resisting grain seed has been
obtained.

